Cranfield Village Hall Facilities
1.

The Large Hall

Large Hall from Stage

Large Hall towards Stage

East side of Large Hall

Storage for Folding Tables and Bowls Mats Beneath Stage
The Large Hall measures 17m x 7m (55ft x 22ft) with a teak, wood block parquet floor and stage.
This is ideal for functions, such as dancing, concerts, classes and parties.

2.

The Small Hall

Small Hall tables set for Coffee or Cards

Small Hall towards Hatch with tables set for Coffee
The Small Hall measures 5.5m x 5.5m( 18ft X 18ft), adjoins the Large Hall through a double door,
is carpeted and used mainly as a meeting room or, combined with the Large Hall for serving
refreshments or providing children’s entertainment.
There is a large serving hatch from the kitchen and access to the back of the stage and the hall
back door.

3.

The Kitchen

Kitchen - large sink, dishwasher, two ovens and hob + integrated refrigerator.

Kitchen viewed through hatch from small hall
The kitchen provides two small ovens, a small refrigerator and a 2 minute cycle commercial
dishwasher plus two deep sinks, a small sink for washing hands, all with hot and cold water and a
water boiler.
We provide cups and saucers (100 +) and side plates. We have trays. glasses, large jugs, cutlery
and crockery. Please advise on your requirements at the time of booking.
The kitchen has two large serving hatches, to the small hall and to the corridor from the large
hall.

4.

The Stage

The Stage is the same width as the Large Hall with a proscenium arch and manual pull curtains. It
is 76cm (2ft 6 in) above the large hall floor level
It is 3.56m (11ft 6in) deep and has steps up to stage left from the passage between the small hall
and the hall back door fire escape.
Beneath the stage, accessible by doors from the large hall, are cupboards used for storing folding
tables and bowls mats

5.

Layout

6.

Toilets

There are ladies and gents toilets and a disabled toilet with a baby changing mat.
7.

Access

There is disabled access by sloping paving from the car park and road.
8.

Furniture

We have 10 folding 6ft long tables, six smart 29" X 29" (74 x 74 cm) wooden tables and more
than a dozen small stacking tables. We have 120 new vinyl upholstered, comfortable, stacking
chairs. There are also some chairs and tables for small children.

9.

Capacity

Large hall 150 standing 100 sitting small hall 50 standing 28 sitting.

